A Maile Lei for Your Hair

Norman Kaye

Intro: D7/1 (*lead in vocal*)

C/2  G/2  D7/4  G/4  D7/4
A maile lei for your hair, has a special meaning
Bm/3  Bbm/1  Am/2  D7/2  G/2  D#7/2  D7/1 (*pause*)
Of a sweet aloha, of my love for you

C/2  G/2  D7/4  G/4  D7/4
From mountains kissing the blue, near the ridge of heaven
Bm/3  Bbm/1  Am/2  D7/2  G/4  G7/4
I have brought this maile, maile of love for you

C/8  G/6  E7/2
Maile, fashioned by the sun
A7/8  D7/2  D#7/2  D7/1 (*pause*)
Beauty, just for you my lovely one

C/2  G/2  D7/4  G/4  D7/4
A maile lei for your hair, is a crown of glory,
Bm/3  Bbm/1  Am/2  D7/2  G/2  D#7/2  D7/1 (*pause*)
It's the sweetest story, of my love for you

(*steel guitar pa’ani*)

C/2  G/2  D7/4  G/4  D7/4
Bm/3  Bbm/1  Am/2  D7/2  G/2  D#7/2  D7/1 (*pause*)
C/2  G/2  D7/4  G/4  D7/4
Bm/3  Bbm/1  Am/2  D7/2  G/4  G7/4

C/8  G/6  E7/2
Maile, fashioned by the sun
A7/8  D7/2  D#7/2  E7/1 (*pause*)
Beauty, just for you my lovely one

D/2  A/2  E7/4  A/4  E7/4
A maile lei for your hair, is a crown of glory,
C#m/2 (*slow*)  C#m/1  Cm/1  Bm/2  E7/2  A/1 (*tremolo*)
It's the sweetest story, of my love for you